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Advent Project

Introduction
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Advent aims to captivate your imagination and draw out your 

inner demons as we release a collection of bespoke generative 

NFT’s. We are creating an experience that will allow you to fully 

immerse yourself into our world and enjoy all the benefits 

which apply to each and every holder. We are not just another 

NFT project, we are pioneering a way of life for us all where 

exclusivity separates us from the rest. Our project is rich in 

opportunity and cascades you through all seven deadly sins 

through top tier art and creativity. How will you deal with the 

reality of the struggle as you try to relate to each and every 

version of Abaddon as his epic journey develops?

We invite you all along on a stupefying journey where you will 

plunge into the exciting story of the main characters, 

performance events within our social networks and in real life. 

Make connections with top celebrities, join events with our 

project development team, stunning drawings, and interesting 

contests where the vigilance of the eyes and the sharpness of 

the mind will determine the winner!



Advent

Project NFTs
Our Generative NFT collection reflects all the stages of Abaddon 

development as an archangel of the abyss, from an attractive but 

freaky young man left on Earth by his powerful Father, the Prince 

of Darkness, Asmodeus, to a mature and powerful demon. Not a 

single vice escaped his attention as he discovers what the earth 

has to offer. Each identity of Abaddon living in the metaverse, 

tells a breathtaking story border lining sinisterism with an 

intriguing strong malign influence. Non-fungible tokens are 

blockchain-based unique digital tokens that are cryptographically 

assigned and represent ownership of real-world items like real 

estate, art, music, videos, or games. 
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05Non-fungible tokens are considered non-fungible because 

they are not interchangeable,hence one NFT cannot be 

exchanged for another NFT as each has its unique features 

and traits. The uniqueness of an NFT is in the fact that it 

can only be owned by one user. When an NFT is acquired, 

its metadata is linked to the holder and saved on blockchain 

technology. Every Advent NFT purchased is valuable and 

contains powerful utility and benefits which will be unlocked 

and evident as the project progresses.
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Featuring a unique NFT Collection, charitable donations and quite an 

engaging new ecosystem, Advent sits at a crossroads of 3 major tech 

trends: non-fungible tokens (NFTs), blockchain based Decentralized 

Finance (DeFi), and Metaverse. We are providing you with an early 

advantage from day one of sharing our journey as we strive to maximize 

investor returns, community engagement and overall token and NFT 

utility as we warmly welcome you on joining the most exciting 

blockchain based project to launch this year. Our native Advent ($AD) 

token is a one-of-a-kind low tax token that uses a proprietary contract on 

the Ethereum network.
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Advent is not just another NFT project, it is the result of years 

of careful study and analysis on what makes a very successful 

blockchain project. Advent aims to carry on with the 

triumphant digital industry, while keeping it safe and secure. 

Having a  mission to change the way new investors view 

crypto, we pride ourselves on transparency, professionalism, 

and dedication to make this happen. Driven by data, informed 

by insight, we seek to bring innovation into everything we do.

With an eye towards groundbreaking creativity, coupled with


a deep passion for cutting-edge technology, we have produced


a remarkable set of tokenomics and NFT utility that combined 

with our transparent and talented designers, we are confident we 

will peak the interest of any art collector or investor out there.


We will leverage the power of blockchain and through our 

incredible NFT designs, utility and tokenomics we offer huge 

opportunities for investors around the world to develop their 

financial future. We are delighted with what we achieved to this 

date and we are excited to show you how this unfolds, as we 

successfully move through each phase of our roadmap.



06We realize the great significance of our community. At all costs,


the goal remains to create a project that gives a voice to its holders 

by creating an unbreakable community foundation. Constructing


a community project is embracing and recognizing that strength


and growth does not come from a single perspective, but by 

creating a cohesive unit, where the sum of all parts come together 

to make it whole. Given this perspective and vision, we are excited


to present to you the Abaddon story and welcome you on our 

journey as we unlock each phase of our project.



Team Core Values

Longevity Transparency Trust Community

Not only does Advent have the best and most innovative and creative NFT’s on the market, but the emphasis 

is placed on transparency and trustworthiness which will support an incredible community of passionate 

investors and long-term asset holders. Our value mission consists in four very important pledges: our 

commitment to transparency, trust, community and finally our pledge to maintain longevity.
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Transparency

2

The Advent ecosystem is very much decentralized 

and supported by its community of enthusiasts. We 

encourage open communication and believe trust, 

transparency, and community are the 3 pillars to 

building longevity.
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In the cryptocurrency market, trust is paramount. That means full 

transparency not only in the community and development but also 

in security. We are built-on community trust and will always strive 

for the highest levels of transparency in everything that we do to 

provide our community with a clear insight and understanding of 

all processes that go in to making Advent a successful project. We 

are always open to answer any questions.

Trust
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Community
Advent is very much a community-driven project and is one 

of the fastest growing and most loved communities


in crypto. We believe that only together we are strong. 

Community is everything and our pledge to you is not simply


a common catch phrase, rather it’s the underlying value that 

shapes every decision that we make.

Our community of investors deserve a project where they 

know they have the best and brightest minds working together 

to achieve financial freedom and success. We will always take 

care of our community and as a thank you, the first members 

of our community (EAU) will have access to our exclusive 

news content, enjoy original quests in Discord and regular 

AMA sessions with the project team and celebrities.
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Longevity
Advent is in for the long haul. The decentralized community is 

fostering and adopting long term development of the ecosystem 

and foundation in efforts to drive real use cases, and greater 

rewards beyond any temporary trends. We are confident the 

quality of our project will ensure we are here to stay.



The Advent

Project NFT


Collectibles
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We are launching our very own Internal NFT Collection of 6666 Devils varying in rarity and 

visuals. You will be able to immerse yourself into the exciting story of our protagonist Abaddon 

and trace the history of his formation and metamorphosis over 4 NFT drops. Each NFT comes 

with powerful utility which will be unlocked and revealed as we hint at an integration into a very 

well-known metavese. Our NFT's will also be available to mint at a cost and can be sold on the 

open market on OpenSea with a 6% tax.
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You can choose any variety of personal passions and 

sins among of our unique generative NFT collection. 

Every item was designed and created with absolute care, 

passion, and dedication to ensure absolute quality for 

each and every purchase. Abaddon story is intriguing 

and oozes every one of the seven deadly sins all of this 

makes our collection truly unique and attractive. You can 

also have the opportunity to influence the design of a 

particular drop of our future collection by voting.

NFT Drop
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NFT Reveal

This is the part that excites us the most. The BIG REVEAL! This is where we present to 

you our amazing designs and where you can finally say it’s all yours! We know you 

won’t be disappointed and honestly cannot wait to see the community’s reaction!
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Charity
15

We believe when you do good things for other people, things that often they 

cannot do for themselves, then other people do good things for you. No matter 

how you name it or explain it, goodness creates goodwill, and it is contagious. 

Good Karma if you will. Our project reflects the charitable and ethical status of 

our long-term goal to help others.

This begins by participating in fruitful discussions with charitable organizations, 

educating them about the cryptocurrency space, and opening the doors for real-

world charitable endeavors to embrace the blockchain. 0.5% of all buy tax and 

1.5% of all sell tax will collected and donated to orphanages and also music 

investment fund. The Advent project exposes charitable causes to a world of 

untapped capital, and the crypto audience to a world of good.



How is Advent

different from

other NFT Projects?
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We will buy many hyped & 
interesting NFT's and raffle them to 
holders weekly for several months

2 additional 
drops to be 
received by 
airdrop

New Year gifts 
for the most 
dedicated 
followers

Regardless of 
the Mint we 
will be able to 
deliver on our 
promises

Increased chance 
to securing a 
ticket to a Dubai 
LiVe party with 
celebrities



Marketing Strategy
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Our goal is to make sure your investment is highly profitable 

and that all eyes are on us. To ensure this, we will implement 

several marketing campaign strategies before and after launch 

to increase the awareness of our project and ultimately 

safeguard your investment as best we possibly can. After a big 

marketing push before and after launching, we will continue to 

maintain appeal and interest through strategic influencer and 

celebrity partnerships to keep the momentum strong. Our long-

term goal is to ensure that the Advent project thrives and 

flourishes as we build momentum with each phase, and we 

believe the best way to do this is by planning multiple 

advertising campaigns and creating partnerships with 

celebrities.

 We will leverage our connections as we organize mutual 

marketing events with biggest NFT projects on the market 

right now. We will never cut corners, we do not compromise on 

quality, and we will never hesitate to legitimize the nature of 

our project and show our community how serious we really 

are. We fully understand that to accomplish our visions we 

must put Advent on the map, and that is exactly what we will 

do. We believe in our brand!



ToKenomics
For the development of the project and ecosystem provided minimum 

tax on the purchase and sale of $AD

Total Supply

$AD 666.666.666 

Buying tax

0.5% — donates to orphanages and music investment funds

0.5% — awards and incentives for project employees

Selling tax

1.5% — donates to orphanages and music investment funds

0.5% — goes to business development


Detailing the cost

Transaction Tax
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ROADMAP

LIMBO1
Walls of the 
city of Dita6 City of Dit7 Canyons of the 

Underworld8 Betrayal9

LUST2 Gluttony3 Greed4 Anger5
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LIMBO 20pre-mint

NFT White Sale

1.

Episode #1 of Abaddon's story


Spread our name over the world


Formation and immersion of a new community in the history of Abaddon


Partnership and mutual marketing events with NFT projects


Opening qualification for Whitelist

OG for the early supporters


Community events for devilish feeling and fun


Alpha-Calls for our community


Episode #2 of Abaddon’s story 


AMA sessions with our community
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Episode #3 of Abaddon’s story.


Intro to the 2nd main collection!


New exclusive opportunities for the NFT holders


Listing of our tokens on marketplaces


Alpha-Calls


Artists start drawing the “Anime-Style” devils airdrop (non-main-collection)


Ongoing weekly raffles of AdventVault NFTs


Reveal our collection with all its rarities


Staking/Stacking NFTs


Secret gift package for our legendary holders


Start of ETH 2.0 Full-Node staking


ETH arbitrage system to maximize the revenue of ETH 2.0 staking


Marketplace


The DAO for holders to vote on how to spend the ETH 2.0 staking 

post-mint



NFT White Sale

NFT Public Sale

Gluttony3. 22

P2E Game


Real Life events


Opening qualifiers for new 666 

new whitelisted members

A new years gift for our most dedicated holders


Listing of our tokens on marketplaces should be completed


Unique DLC for P2E Games in a Meta-HellVerse format that 

will be integrated into the gameplay



Team Members
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We posit ion ourselves as a  technology-oriented company.  Our team 

consists of  numerous speci alists who are all  working full  t ime on 

every aspect of the entire  Advent Project ecosystem.  Our speci alists 

h ave extensive experience in  various areas of the c ryptocurrency f ield,  

including IT business ,  project m an agement,  leadersh ip,  blockch ain 

development,  talented graphics design,  f in anci al  expert,  and high-end 

m arke ting,  all  of  which pl aces our team with the collective in -depth 

knowledge and tools to m ake this  creative blockch ai n venture a  real 

success.  Founders &  Company Doxxing will  take pl ace before the mint.



Risk Disclosure
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Please note that there are always risks associated with smart contracts. Please use 

them at your own risk. Advent is not a registered broker, analyst, or investment advisor. 

Everything that is provided in this publication is purely for guidance, informational and 

educational purposes. All information contained herein should be independently 

verified and confirmed. Advent does not accept any liability for any loss or damage 

whatsoever caused in reliance upon such information or services. Please be aware of 

the risks involved with any trading done in any financial market. Do not trade with 

money that you cannot afford to lose. When in doubt, you should consult a qualified 

financial advisor before making any investment decisions. Please note this is a living 

document which we will update as required.
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Legal Disclaimer

The information provided in this publication does not 

constitute investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, 

or any other sort of advice. You should not treat any of the 

publication’s content as such. This material is for 

informational purposes only and is not (i) an offer, or 

solicitation of an offer, to invest in, or to buy or sell, any 

interests or shares, or to participate in any investment or 

trading strategy, (ii) intended to provide accounting, legal, or 

tax advice, or investment recommendations, or (iii) an official 

statement of the Advent Project.

No representation or warranty is made, expressed or implied, 

with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the 

information or to the future performance of any digital asset, 

financial instrument, or other market or economic measure. 

The Advent team does not recommend that any 

cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held by you. Do 

conduct your due diligence and consult your financial advisor 

before making any investment decisions.
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By purchasing Advent Tokens or NFTs, you agree that you 

are not purchasing a security or investment, and you agree 

to hold the team harmless and not liable for any losses or 

taxes you may incur. You also agree that the team is 

presenting the token "as is" and is not required to provide 

any support or services. You should have no expectation of 

any form from Advent and its team.

Although Advent is a community-driven decentralized finance 

(DeFi) token for social networking and not a registered digital 

currency, the team strongly recommends that citizens in areas 

with government bans on cryptocurrencies do not purchase it 

because the team cannot ensure compliance with established 

regulations within certain territories. Always make sure that 

you comply with your local laws and regulations before you 

make any purchase. This publication will not include any 

information, including contract codes, that the Advent team 

deem as any form of intellectual property (IP).



Partners
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